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1. INTRODUCTION 
NEW invariants of 3-manifolds have been defined in a surprising variety of ways. The usual 
ingredients in such definitions are, firstly, a topological presentation of 3-manifolds; second- 
ly, some “quantum initial data”; and, thirdly, a theorem on equivalence of different 
presentations of homeomorphic 3-manifolds, relating them by sequences of “moves”, which 
give a way of checking invariance. It is striking that these methods give essentially the same 
results. The surgery-presentation i variants, originally defined by Reshetikhin and Turaev 
[18] using quantum groups as data, were translated in the case of SU(2) to the language of 
skein theory based on the Kauffman bracket by Lickorish [11-141. The triangulation- 
presentation invariants (also using quantum groups as data) defined by Turaev and Viro 
[21] were translated into skein theory by Kauffman and Lins [7]. In addition, Walker [22] 
and Turaev [20] proved that the Turaev-Viro invariant equals the square of the modulus of 
the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant. Unfortunately their methods of proof are rather com- 
plicated. 
The aim of this paper is to use skein-theoretic methods to give simple proofs of both the 
existence of the Turaev-Viro invariant and its equivalence with the square of the modulus 
of the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant. The technique involved, known as chain-mail, elimin- 
ates the need for the special spines, Matveev moves and shadows used in [21, 201, and 
illuminates dramatically the relationship between the two invariants, making it clear that 
the Turaev-Viro invariant is a natural “spin-off” of the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant. 
Crane and Yetter recently proposed [S] a four-dimensional generalisation of the 
Turaev-Viro invariant. For various reasons (mentioned later), this seems intuitively trivial, 
and in this paper a particular normalisation of it (coming from skein theory) is proved to be 
classical. An obvious attempt at a four-dimensional generalisation of the Reshetik- 
hin-Turaev-Lickorish invariant is also shown to be classical (in the sense that it is 
expressible in terms of standard topological invariants). The methods of proof are ana- 
logues of the three-dimensional pplications of chain-mail, hence are included in this paper. 
Section 2 contains the minimum of background knowledge needed for the skein- 
theoretic approach; Section 3 contains the definition of chain-mail, proofs of invariance and 
equivalence with the Turaev-Viro invariant, and Section 4 deals with the four-dimensional 
cases of both types of invariant. 
It is possible to introduce refined versions of these state-sums in three and four 
dimensions corresponding to spin structures or cohomology classes on the manifolds. This 
will appear elsewhere [19]. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
Skein theory is by now fairly well-established as a method of constructing invariants of 
links and manifolds, so the amount of background material and detail repeated here will be 
minimal. For further explanation consult the papers of Lickorish [ 1 l- 141 or Morton [ 151. 
Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold whose boundary contains some,framed points 
(small oriented disjoint arcs embedded in the boundary). A framed link in M will be 
a collection of disjoint oriented embedded annuli and rectangles in M, where the annuli are 
contained in Int(M) and the rectangles meet 8M in their “short sides” at the framed points. 
Let r 2 3 be a fixed integer, and let A = e2Ki’4r. Define the Kaufman skein space ,WM (for 
this particular value of A) to be the complex vector space generated by isotopy classes 
(rel. 8M) of such framed links, and quotiented by the skein relations of Fig. 1. (The diagrams 
represent small 3-balls in M and the pieces of framed link which they contain: for example in 
the second case, the left-hand diagram represents a 3-ball containing only a O-framed 
unknot.) 
The skein space YS3 is one-dimensional, with canonical basis vector the class of the 
empty link; so there is an identification YS3 = @. The image of a framed link L G S3 in C is 
its Kauffman bracket polynomial, evaluated at the particular value A. When dealing with 
S3 (or submanifolds of S3) it is convenient to project to the plane and use standard 
“blackboard-framed” link and tangle diagrams to represent skein classes. With this conven- 
tion, the framing of a knot is represented iagrammatically by its writhe. An integer n next 
to a line denotes n strands of link parallel to that line (For more details on planar skein 
theory see [15].) 
A geometric embedding NC+ M induces a linear map of skein spaces YN it YM in an 
obvious way: that is, it induces a linear map between the vector spaces panned by isotopy 
classes of framed links in N and M, respectively, and the skein relations for N are preserved 
as skein relations in M under this map. This induced map depends only on the isotopy class 
of the inclusion map. Inclusions in which the complement of N contains a framed link 
(called wirings in [15]) may also be carried out. 
The skein space for a 3-ball with 2n boundary points is particularly important. As 
mentioned above, it is convenient o study this space by means of a planar projection; in this 
case, deforming the disc obtained into a rectangle and separating the points into two 
groups, each of n points, on opposite sides. Juxtaposing such rectangles makes the vector 
space into an algebra called the nth Temperley-Lie6 algebra and written TL,. Of course, its 
structure depends also on the chosen value A. 
Fixing A = e2Zi/4r, there are very important non-zero elements defined in [12] usually 
called Jones- Wenzl idempotentsf”‘E TLi, 0 I i < r - 1, which will be represented iagram- 
matically by an integer n next to a dash on a line. These elements, as well as being 
idempotents in the appropriate algebras, have many special properties. All that will be 
= (A2 - A-2) 
0 
Fig. 1. Skein relations. 
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required here is that wiringf”’ into YS3 by closing it up like a braid gives the value Ai, the 
ith Chebyshev polynomial of ( - A2 - A-‘). The particular choice of A means that 
Ao,Al,..., A,_ Z are non-zero, but A,_ 1 vanishes. 
Let .F be the set of triples (i,j, k) of integers satisfying 
0 I i,j, k I r - 1 
i<j+k, j<i+k, k<i+j, i+j+keven. 
If (i, j, k)EF then there is a unique element of the skein space of a 3-ball with i + j + k 
boundary points, given by insertingf”‘, f(j), fck) into the diagram shown in Fig. 2 below and 
connecting up with no crossings. (Again, the 3-manifold skein space is identified with the 
plane disc skein space.) Call this element he triad T(i, j, k). The diagrammatic notation for 
T(i, j, k) is also shown in the figure. 
Call (i, j, k)EF admissible if it also satisfies 
i, j, k I r - 2, i + j + k I 2(r - 2) 
and inadmissible if it does not satisfy this additional condition. Triads T(i, j, k) will also be 
called admissible or inadmissible, according to their labels (i,j, k)EF. 
Consider S3 as a union of two 3-balls with 2i boundary points for 0 I i I Y - 1. Insert 
fi’ into one ball, and any basis vector b of TLi into the other. If b is not the identity then the 
resulting element of YS3 is zero, by the annihilating property [12] off”‘. If b is the identity 
then the result is Ai, which is zero only if i = r - 1. So ‘f(‘-‘) is zero as a map of the 
outside”. 
Similarly, consider the 3-ball (with boundary points) containing a triad T(i, j, k). As 
a map to YS3, it necessarily annihilates all basis elements of the skein space of the outside 
3-ball except for maybe the unique basis element which has no strands “backtracking” 
through one of the three idempotents. Its value on this is called the trihedron coeficient 
O(i, j, k). By a calculation in [13], this element is zero if and only if the triad is inadmissible. 
So “inadmissible triads are zero as maps of the outside”. 
Let YA denote the skein space of the solid torus (or, considering the plane projection, 
the annulus-hence the notation). Let ~j denote the skein class in YA obtained by inserting 
the idempotent f” into the annulus, as in Fig. 3. 
The construction of 3-manifold invariants relies on a special element Q E .9’A defined by 
Q = qCS1; Aj4j, where q = (A2 - A-2)/(i&) = &sin(rr/r). With this normalisation, 
the YS3-value of a O-framed unknot with R attached is q-l, while + l-framed unknots 
with n attached give unit-modulus complex numbers K* 1 respectively, where 
K = A-3- r2e-in’4. The most important property of Q is the identity drawn in Fig. 4, 
involving elements of the skein space of the solid torus with two boundary points. (A black 
square on a curve denotes Q inserted into a solid torus neighbourhood of the curve, 
according to its framing.) If L is a link in S3, RL will be taken to mean the YS3-value 
obtained by attaching 0 along all of its components. 
Fig. 2. The triad r(i,j, k). 
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Fig. 3. Definition of r#~~. 
Fig. 4. Property of R. 
Fig. 5. Handleslide property. 
Fig. 6. Killing an Cl. 
Fig. 7. Three-strand fusion. 
The proofs in the next section will rely heavily on the “calculus of O’s”, in particular the 
identities shown in Figs 5-7. These show local pieces of skein classes (supported in 
handlebodies in S3), whose images in P’S3 agree. (In other words, they are true as skein 
space identities, modulo pieces withy”-‘j’s involved, which vanish when included into S3.) 
They are easily deducible from the definitions, and are (probably) widely known anyway, so 
the proofs will be omitted. 
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3. CHAIN-MAIL AND THE TURAEV-VIRO INVARIANT 
3.1. The chain-mail invariant via handle decompositions 
Dejinition 3.1. Let M be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold throughout this 
section. Let D be a handle decomposition of M with d,,, dl, d2, d3 handles of the 
corresponding dimensions. Let H be the union of the 0- and l-handles, and H’ be the 
complementary handlebody made of the 2- and 3-handles. Draw the attaching curves Ei of 
the 2-handles in the boundary of H, pushing them into H slightly, then add curves 6j, the 
meridians of the l-handles, linking these locally in H. Give all these curves framings by 
thickening them to bands parallel to the surface cYH. This makes a chain-mail link 
C(M, D) E H. It looks something like the pattern shown in Fig. 8. 
Dejnition 3.2. Let E be an arbitrary orientation-preserving embedding of the handle- 
body H in S3, and consider the link C(M, D, E) E S3 which is the image of C(M, D) E H. 
Attach the skein element Q to all components of C(M, D, E), paying attention to the 
framings, to obtain a value CH(M, D, E) = s~~+~~QC(M, D, E)EP’S~ = @. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The value CH(M, D, E) is independent of the embedding E, so may be 
written as CH(M, D). 
Proof. Any two embeddings of H may be related as follows. FiYst use isotopy to make 
them agree on the O-handles of H. Then allow l-handles to “pass through one another” by 
means of the standard unknotting move shown in Fig. 9. Finally allow the framings of the 
embedded l-handles to be changed by twisting across meridian discs. Isotopy obviously 
does not change CH(M, D, E). Because of the O-framed curves E(6j) bearing R on each 
l-handle, the unknotting moves may be realised at the level of YS3; all of the E(Ei))S 
traversing one l-handle may be slid over the E(6j) on the other, using the handlesliding 
identity of Fig. 5. This does not change the value of RC(M, D, E)EL%~. Finally, framing 
changes may be taken care of by a Fenn-Rourke style move, introducing an R-bearing 
Fig. 8. Chain-mail link C(M, D). 
Fig. 9. Unknotting move. 
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+ l-framed unknot parallel to the meridian of a l-handle and then pushing it off on the 
O-framed one. 0 
THEOREM 3.4. If D1, Dz are two handle decompositions of M then CH(M, Dl) = 
CH(M, D2), and so CH(M) is an invariant of M. 
Proof. The Morse-theoretic theorem classifying Heegaard splittings implies that two 
handle decompositions of a manifold may be related by a sequence of births and deaths of 
O-l-, l-2-, and 2-3-handle pairs, and handleslides of pairs of l-handles and pairs of 
2-handles. 
Consider how these moves affect a chain-mail pattern embedded (arbitrarily) by E in S3. 
A birth of a O-l-pair introduces a O-framed unknot labelled by Q which may be isotoped to 
be the attaching circle of the l-handle in the boundary sphere of the new O-handle in S3. It 
bounds a disc (the complement of the l-handle’s attaching disc) in this sphere, which may 
contain the attaching circles of some other l-handles. The handleslide property of R allows 
the new unknot to be slid over these attaching circles (because they are isotopic to the 
R-labelled meridians of the l-handles) until finally it bounds a disc which is embedded in S3 
and misses the rest of the chain-mail ink. This cancels, contributing a factor of q- ’ which is 
absorbed by the r~ do+d3 factor. Birth of a 2-3-pair is analogous. Birth of a l-2-pair adds 
a new (possibly knotted) handle in S3 with a longitude E(Ei) and linking meridian E(6j), that 
is adds a two-component link, both of whose components are labelled by R, one component 
being a O-framed unknot in S3. Any such skein element has value 1 in YS3, by the “killing 
property” of R. The handleslide properties of R ensure that CH(M, D, E) is invariant under 
handleslide moves on the set of l-handle curves, and on the set of 2-handle curves, because 
they are all O-framed relative to the surface 8H. 0 
Note. This chain-mail invariant has a particularly nice description for a manifold 
presented by means of a “standard” Heegaard splitting diagram, one using one O-handle, 
one 3-handle and an unknotted standard handlebody H E S3 of genus g . Let c1r, cx2,. . , ag 
denote the standard meridians on the surface F, with yi , y2, . . . , ys the attaching curves of the 
meridians of the other handlebody H’. Give all these curves the framings induced by the 
surface (thus the oli are O-framed in S3). Let L denote the link in S3 formed by putting the yi 
just inside H and the C(i just outside it, thus linking the yi in S3. Then the value of the 
chain-mail invariant is CH(M) = q2 .RLEYS~. 
Example. For the lens spaces L,,, a two-component link may be used to evaluate the 
chain-mail invariant. Simply draw the (p, q)-torus knot, O-framed relative to the surface of 
the torus, and add a linking O-framed meridian just above the surface. Now put R on both 
curves and multiply by q2. This presentation makes it clear how the non-homotopy 
information (the whole l-skeleton of the handle decomposition) influences the chain-mail 
invariant. 
3.2. Comparison with the Turaev- Viro invariant 
The Turaev-Viro invariant TV(M) is defined by a completely different combinatorial 
technique [21], involving triangulations of 3-manifolds and quantum 6j-symbols. 
The normalisation of the 6j-symbols used by Turaev and Viro does not correspond to 
the one coming naturally from skein theory. It is more natural in this case to use the 
definition of Kauffman and Lins [7] involving trihedron and tetrahedron coeficients as 
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Fig. 10. @a, b, c) and ~(a, b, c, d, e,f). 
given in Fig. 10. These are the YS3-values of certain embedded framed (by taking bands 
instead of arcs) graphs in S3 whose edges have idempotentsf”’ attached. (The tetrahedron 
coefficient, though drawn in the plane in the figure, should be regarded as coming from the 
thickened l-skeleton of a tetrahedron drawn on a sphere.) 
De&&ion 3.5. Take a triangulation Tof M with n,, vertices, nl edges ei, nz faces& and n3 
tetrahedra tk. Let the edges ei be labelled by integers 0 < s(ei) I r - 2, such an assignment 
s being called a state. Call a state admissible if at each facefj of T, the labels of the three 
boundary edges form an admissible triple (in the sense defined earlier). Ifs is admissible then 
the three edge-labels around each facefi give rise to a (non-zero) trihedron coefficient which 
will be denoted by @(s, jj), and the six edge-labels around each tetrahedron tk give rise to 
a tetrahedron coefficient denoted r(s, tn). Given a state and an edge, let A(s, q) = As(_), in 
order to harmonise the notation. Define 
Tl’(M, T) = $“’ C {n A@, ei)n W,fj)-’ n r(s, tk)} 
s ez /j fk 
where the sum is over all admissible states and the products over all edges, faces, and 
tetrahedra. Then TV(M, T) = TV(M) is in fact [7] an invariant of M (for the original proof 
see [21], although this uses a different normalisation, as mentioned above). 
The chain-mail invariant was constructed in the general setting of handle decomposi- 
tions. For comparison with the Turaev-Viro invariant, it is now necessary to specialise to 
a handle decomposition D* which is the thickening of the dual complex T* of the 
triangulation T of M. 
For this particular D*, the chain-mail has a local structure like that of Fig. 11, in which 
every curve 6, (corresponding to the facefj) links locally three curves Ei (corresponding to 
the edges ei). 
THEOREM 3.6. The chain-mail value CH(M, D*) equals the Turaev-Viro state-sum 
TV(M, T), and hence, since CH(M) = CH(M, D*) is actually an invariant (by Theorem 3.4), 
so is TV(M) = TV(M, T). 
Proof. Let E be an arbitrary embedding of the l-skeleton of D* in S3, and consider 
evaluating RC(M, D*, E). Substitute 0 = r~Cb-* A,$, along all the attaching 2-handle 
curves Ei, and then use the “triple-fusion” identity of Fig. 7 to fuse the three s-strands which 
are locally linked by each 6j. (Note that since the whole l-skeleton of D* was embedded in 
S3, no other curves may get in the way here.) The result of this procedure carried out around 
a single O-handle in S3 is drawn in Fig. 12. 
The result of this process is to reduce RC(M, D*, E) to a sum, over all labellings of the 
2-handles, of a product of Ai-coefficients associated to 2-handles (coming from the expan- 
sions of R’s), trihedron coefficients associated to l-handles (which come from the fusion 
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Fig. 11. Chain-mail C(M, T). 
-4 
B(a,b,c)D(c,e,~8(a,e,f)8(f,b,d) 
(if all four triples are admissible, otherwise 0) 
Fig. 12. Result of cancellation. 
identity), and tetrahedron coefficients associated to the O-handles. To be more specific, 
expansion of each R&i contributes a single summation variable (label) s(e3 and a A,(,,, coef- 
ficient; each b,-fusion restricts the sum to labellings in which three edges traversing 
a l-handle are labelled admissibly, and contributes a trihedron coefficient; and each 
O-handle contributes a tetrahedron coefficient. There are also lots of factors of q to be 
counted up: dJ + do by definition, d2 by the substitution, and - d 1 from fusion. The total of 
these equals 2d3, because x(M) = d, - d 1 + d2 - d3 = 0. It is thus quite easy to see that, on 
translating from handle language to triangulation language (l-handles becomes faces, and 
so on), the result is 
? n3+noS1C(M, D*, E) = $“‘I {n A(s, ei)v Q(s,&)-’ n Z(S, C,)} 
s ei tk 
where the sum is over admissible states. So clearly CH;M, T) = TY(M, T). cl 
Note 1. This fusion procedure may in fact be effected to produce a state-sum evalu- 
ation of the chain-mail arising from an arbitrary handle decomposition. If, as above, the 
handle decomposition happens to be one made by thickening the simplexes of a dual 
triangulation, then the resulting state-sum has trihedron coefficients occurring from fusion 
on the l-handles, and tetrahedron coefficients occurring around the O-handles, and is 
identical to the Turaev-Viro one. A more general handle decomposition simply gives rise to 
more complicated skein diagrams at the O-handles, and more complicated fusion rules along 
the edges (for example, the four-strand identity of Fig. 16), but the principle of evaluation of 
the sum is still the same. Unfortunately, these generalised state-sums do not seem parti- 
cularly useful for evaluations (although reduction to a weighted sum of diagrams in 
O-handles does give a very easy alternative proof of Proposition 3.3). 
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Note 2. The method of chain-mail and fusion may also be used to show almost 
immediately that the skein invariant of a link in S3 labelled by a given idempotentf”’ equals 
an analogue of the Kirillov-Reshetikhin state-sum (over labelled regions of the plane) given 
in [lo]. Simply draw the link diagram in the plane, add O-framed curves just inside the 
boundary of each region of the diagram, and add small linking O-framed unknots around 
each edge of the diagram. Using the fusion procedure produces the state-sum, whilst 
cancelling the added chain-mail by the “killing property” leaves only the original skein 
element. The details will be omitted, as they are very easy. 
3.3. Invariants via surgery presentations 
The reference for this section is Lickorish [ 143. Any closed oriented 3-manifold M may 
be obtained from S3 by surgery on a framed link L in S3. Two framed links represent 
homeomorphic 3-manifolds if and only if they are related by a sequence of isotopies and 
Kirby moves [S], here considered in the original two forms, namely handleslides and 
blow-ups, as shown in Fig. 13. These are viewed as local moves, supported in a solid 
handlebody of genus 2 and a 3-ball embedded in S3, respectively. (Note that the handlebody 
may be twisted on embedding, allowing handleslides of non-zero-framed curves in S3.) 
Lickorish’s construction goes as follows. If L is a framed link in S’, define OL E YS3 = C 
by inserting R along all components of L, paying attention to the framings. This value RL is 
invariant under handleslide Kirby moves, because the difference term involved in the 
identity of Fig. 4 contains anf(‘- ‘), which vanishes when wired into YS3. (That is, ‘f(‘- l) is 
zero as a map of the outside”.) Under a blow-up of a + l-framed unknot, OL multiplies by 
a phase factor of IC * ’ . So $2L is not quite an invariant of the 3-manifold M presented by the 
link L, although because IK* ’ 1 = 1, its modulus is. 
Let a(L) denote the signature of the linking matrix of L (with framings on the diagonal), 
that is the signature of the 4-manifold obtained by attaching 2-handles to B4 along L c S3. 
Now a(L) is also invariant under isotopy and handlesliding, but changes by + 1 under 
+ l-blow-ups. Thus, defining I(M) = q. K -a) IZL gives a true invariant of the 3-manifold . 
M presented by L. 
Note. The usual evaluation of RLE Y’S3 was multiplied by r] in order to obtain the 
“correct” normalisation of Witten, and to facilitate comparison with the Turaev-Viro 
invariant. With this normalisation, Z(M) satisfies Z(S3) = q and I@’ x S’) = 1, as well as the 
connect-sum rule Z(M1 #M,) = q- ’ .I(M,).I(M,). 
3.4. The theorem of Walker and Turaev 
Walker [22] and Turaev [20] both gave proofs that TV(M) = II(M) I’, but these are 
a little complicated. This section contains an easy proof of their theorem, based on 
chain-mail as a surgery presentation of M # &f. 
Fig. 13. Kirby moves. 
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THEOREM 3.7. CH(M) = IZ(M)l’. 
Proof Consider M as being presented by a Heegaard diagram drawn on a standard 
handlebody H in S3, so that the chain-mail invariant CH(M) is given (as in the note after 
Theorem 3.4) by putting R on the attaching curves si and Sz on the meridians aj of H which 
link these, all O-framed relative to the surface, evaluating this skein class in YS3, and 
multiplying by $. By definition of the invariant I, this means that CH(M) = n’.r~-~. 
Z(~Wz).~b(w~), where W, is the 4-manifold obtained by attaching 2-handles to the 4-ball 
along all of the curves 6j and si. 
Let WI be the 4-manifold obtained by viewing the 6j as attaching curves for l-handles, 
and the si as attaching curves for 2-handles. (In the notation of Kirby [9], regard the 
meridian curves 6j as special “dotted” curves instead of O-framed ones, and let WI be the 
4-manifold presented by this special link in S3.) Then WI is in fact homeomorphic to 
M”’ x I where M@’ is the 2-skeleton of M with respect o the obvious handle decomposi- 
tion. This is because Mc2’ is a 3-ball, union the l-handles which make up H, union 2-handles 
attaching over these, according to the Heegaard diagram; WI is simply a 4-ball union 
l-handles union 2-handles, with corresponding attaching maps. So 8 W, = 8 WI = M # i@, 
where the single connect sum occurs because of the missing 3-handle of Mc2’. Note also that 
a( W,) = 0 since it is a product with the unit interval. 
Let Vi be the 4-manifold obtained by attaching l-handles to the 4-ball along only the 6, 
(viewed as dotted curves), and V2 be the one obtained by attaching 2-handles along them 
instead. The boundaries of T/i and Vz are the same, being connect-sums of copies of S’ x S2 
(the number of copies being the genus of the Heegaard splitting). Let V be a 4-manifold 
obtained by taking a copy of 8 Vi x Z and attaching 2-handles to its outer side a Vi x { 1) 
corresponding to the remaining attaching curves si. Then gluing VI to the inner side of 
V gives WI = V, u V, and similarly Wz = Vz u V. By additivity of the signature, and the 
fact that U( Vi) = a( V2) = 0, it is clear that a( W,) = o(V) = a( WI) = 0. (This construction 
is simply a nice concrete way of saying “surger WI to W, using five-dimensional 2- 
handles”.) 
Putting all this together, CH(M) = n.Z(a W&C”(“‘~) = n.Z(M #n;i). Remembering the 
connect-sum rule for Z and the fact that Z(M) = Z(M) gives CH(M) = n. yl-I. Z(M).Z(M), 
hence the result. 0 
Note. It is not too hard to give a direct Kirby move proof of the fact that the link of 
meridians and attaching curves obtained from a Heegaard diagram is in fact a surgery 
presentation for M # n;i, but the proof is no simpler than the visualisation in Theorem 3.7, 
so will be omitted. 
3.5. An alternative proof of invariance 
It is nice to observe that an alternative proof of the invariance of CH(M) (and hence 
TV(M)) may be given, working solely with triangulations and using the three-dimensional 
case of the recent classification theorem of Pachner. Let CH(M, T) denote CH(M, ZI*), 
where D* is the handle decomposition dual to T. 
THEOREM 3.8. (Pachner [16]). Zf two PL-homeomorphic 3-manifolds are triangulated then 
their triangulations are related by a finite sequence of the moves shown in Fig. 14. (Zn the 
n-dimensional case, the result holds for set of Ln/2] + 1 moves, dejned by replacing part of the 
boundary of an (n + 1)-simplex by its complement.) 
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Fig. 14. Pachner moves. 
THEOREM 3.9. CH(M, T) is invariant under the Pachner moves on T, and hence is an 
invariant CH(M) of M. 
Proof It is necessary to compare the values q”3+no12C(M, T) and q”i+“6RC(M, T’) in 
YS3, where T and T’ are any two triangulations differing by a Pachner move. Because the 
l-skeleton may be embedded arbitrarily in S3 when evaluating the chain-mail, the config- 
uration near the site of the Pachner move may be taken to be as in Fig. 14, with no other 
handles in the way (although these will not matter anyway) and, more importantly, no local 
knotting. 
Now it is only necessary to check that handleslides of Cl’s can be used to transform the 
new chain-mail arrangement (after a Pachner move) back into the old one. The handleslides 
can in fact be restricted to ones supported inside the handlebody. This will be done below, 
although as mentioned above it would be possible also to first remove all other l-handles 
from a 3-ball in S3 containing this piece of the handlebody, using the unknotting Proposi- 
tion 3.3, and then handleslide freely across the “gaps” too. A strand will mean a skein 
element on one of the bounded arcs in the diagram; a circle a O-framed R-labelled circle, the 
prefix 6- or E- denoting either a meridian or attaching curve, and terms such as external 
should have obvious meanings from Fig. 15. 
For the first move, slide the top three s-strands over the three lower s-circles. Slide each 
of the lower three &circles over a pair of the top three b-circles and push it off on an external 
a-circle, obtaining a factor of q - 3. Push the top s-circle over the lower three, so that it 
bounds a disc in the handlebody and cancels to another factor of q- ‘. Finally use the 
“killing Q” property on the upper &circles to remove them and the three lower s-circles. 
This reduces the configuration to the original one, up to a factor of qe4, which is absorbed 
by the loss of three 3-simplexes and a O-simplex, hence CH (M, r) is indeed invariant under 
this move. 
Similarly, for the second move, slide all strands crossing one of the central l-handles 
over the central s-circle. Kill the a-circle on that handle, removing the central s-circle in the 
process. Finally slide one of the remaining internal d-circles over the other and push it off on 
external &circles, to obtain a factor of n- ‘. This is again accounted for by the change in the 
number of 3-simplexes. 0 
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Fig. 15. Local configurations of CH(M, T’) and CH(M, T). 
4. THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
4.1. Four-dimensional generalisations seem intuitively classical 
This section is not rigorous but may be a useful background to the calculations to come. 
Witten’s paper [23] contains a description of a method originally employed by lattice 
gauge theorists for calculating the volume of the moduli space of homomorphisms of the 
fundamental group of a generic 2-complex into a compact Lie group G. (It is natural here to 
consider complexes rather than triangulations.) This paper is required reading in order to 
understand the classical, two-dimensional situation which is a prototype for other state-sum 
models. The essential idea is to use a delta-function argument, based on orthogonality 
relations, to convert an integral for the volume into a sum over all labellings of the faces of 
the complex by irreducible representations of G, of terms involving classical 6jsymbols and 
other representation-theoretic data. This argument involves the tensor product of the 
representations on faces incident at an edge. In the classical case, this is well-defined because 
the tensor product is commutative. Thus a well-defined geometric quantity is reduced 
(non-rigorously) to an infinite sum. Witten shows that this sum converges when the complex 
is a 2-manifold. Unfortunately, for an arbitrary generic 2-complex (for example, the 
2-skeleton of a 3-manifold), it may not. 
The quantum, three-dimensional version has no direct geometric starting-point; the idea 
is simply to mimic the above state-sum using irreducible representations of a quantum 
group, of which (at a root of unity) there are (in a certain sense) finitely many. The only 
problem is that the tensor product, being braided, does not commute. So it is necessary to 
bring in additional information about incidence of faces at edges in order to fix the order of 
the tensor products, and hence make the state-sum well-defined. If the complex is a generic 
2-skeleton of a 3-manifold, its three-dimensional regular neighbourhood provides a choice 
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of how to braid the representations together at edges. (Compare this with how over/under- 
crossing information is used when studying quantum invariants of links. For example, 
Kauffman’s theory of q-spin networks [6] becomes “two-dimensional” only in the classical 
case q = 1.) In this case a finite (thus convergent!) state-sum, the Turaev-Viro state-sum, is 
obtained. It is not a priori an invariant, but this can be checked using combinatorics of 
triangulations or by Cerf theory as in Section 3. It is no longer a homotopy invariant of the 
complex because it reflects additional structure of the 3-manifold. 
A generic 2-skeleton of a 4-manifold does not have a choice of a three-dimensional regular 
neighbourhood, as is required to fix up the braiding; so the same definition is not natural in 
the case of 4-manifolds. Further, the invariance in the three-dimensional case is proved by 
considering the Pachner moves, which result when the addition of a 4-simplex is treated as 
a cobordism between two triangulations. This leads to the impression that any similar 
invariant defined on a four-manifold will reduce to that of its boundary. The problem really 
seems to be that the category of representations of a quantum group is just “too coherent” 
for this case; the pentagon identity would seem to trivialise four-dimensional invariants. 
Of course, it would be possible to write down axioms for a state-sum invariant in four 
dimensions, just by “algebraising” the Pachner moves in the usual TQFT fashion, But 
without an example of a category of representations which satisfies these but does not satisfy 
the existing “three-dimensional xioms” (for example the pentagon identity), and hence 
produces a genuinely new invariant, it would seem of little value. 
4.2. Four-dimensional handle-picture invariants are classical 
It is natural, given the handleslide properties of R, to investigate whether an invariant of 
4-manifolds may be constructed from handle pictures a la Kirby [9]. The answer is rather 
obviously yes, but the result simply gives the signature of the 4-manifold. As there has been 
some confusion over this recently (for example the paper of Broda [2]) it seems worth 
noting this in print. 
Dejnition 4.1. Take a closed connected oriented 4-manifold Wand a handle decomposi- 
tion of it with one O-handle; draw the l- and 2-handles as a link L in S3 = 8B4, as in [9], 
with linking matrix A (regard the l-handles as O-framed unknots). Now attach R to all 
components of L, to get an element of YS3 = C, and multiply the result by q to the power of 
the nullity v(A); call this value Z(W). 
THEOREM 4.2. Z(W) is an invariant of W. 
Proof: The expression v “C-Q L is clearly invariant under isotopy and the three possible . 
types of handleslides (2- over 2-, l- over l-, and 2- over l-handle), drawn as in [9]. Births of 
l -2-pairs do not change it because the YS3-value of a Hopf link of O-framed $7~ is 1, and 
births of 2-3-pairs introduce a factor of q-l which is taken care of by the nullity factor. 
Since these moves relate arbitrary handle decompositions of diffeomorphic 4-manifolds [3], 
Z(w) is an invariant. 0 
THEOREM 4.3. Z(W) = I&‘@‘). 
Proof Considering the form of Z(w), it is clear (in fact by definition) that 
Z(W) = ~“A’.~- l .Z(M). If+), where M is the 3-manifold boundary of the 4-ball union l- 
and 2-handles. Since M is also the boundary of the 3- and 4-handles, it is a connect-sum of 
S’ x S*‘s, and the nullity v(A) is the first Betti number b,(M), so Z(M) = Al-“. Thus 
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I(W) = K~(~). In fact a(A) is the signature of the 4-manifold obtained by trading l-handles 
of W for 2-handles, which is the same as that of W, as noted in the proof of Theorem 3.7, so 
G(A) = G(W). q 
4.3. Four-dimensional triangulation invariants are classical too 
Crane and Yetter in [S] defined a four-dimensional counterpart to the Turaev-Viro 
invariant, using quantum 15j-symbols. (See also Cl].) Below it is shown that the above 
(classical) handle-picture invariant may be evaluated in a “chain-mail” way, reducing to 
a skein-theoretic analogue of their state-sum invariant. The normalisations here do not 
agree with those in [S]; however, Crane et al. [4] have used this version and Piunikhin’s 
work [17] to check that with the original normalisation, the Crane-Yetter state-sum is 
simply q -xW)KbW) 
Definition 4.4. Take a closed connected oriented 4-manifold v triangulated by T, and 
let D* be its dual handle decomposition. Call the faces and tetrahedra of TJ, tk as before, 
and denote the 4-simplexes by hl, and use this notation also for the corresponding 2-, I- and 
O-handles of D*. Let N be the union of the 0- and l-handles, a 4-dimensional handlebody 
with boundary M = aN. The attaching curves of the 2-handles are framed curves sj in M. 
Let N’ consist of N with the 2-handles attached to M, and let M’ = aN’. Thus both M and 
M’ are connect-sums of copies of S’ x S*‘s. 
To evaluate I( W’) as in the last section, it is necessary to alter the handle decomposition 
to one with only one O-handle, so that a Kirby-style link picture may be drawn. Thus, form 
a 4-manifold N” by adding a new O-handle to N’ and joining it to all of the existing ones by 
do new l-handles. Then aN” is M’ connect-summed with do - 1 copies of S’ x S2, and 
closing up N” by adding 3- and 4-handles results in a 4-manifold W’, which is W con- 
nect-summed with do - 1 copies of S’ x S3. 
Draw a link presentation of N” in S3 as follows. Regard the union of the added O-handle 
and l-handles and the original O-handles as being the 4-ball, so that N” is this B4 union all 
the original l- and 2-handles of N’. The original O-handles meet the boundary of B4 in 
3-balls. To draw the attaching maps of the remaining handles in S3, embed arbitrarily in S3 
a three-dimensional handlebody H whose O-handles coincide with these 3-balls and whose 
combinatorial structure corresponds to that of the 0- and l-handles of N’; thus, five 
l-handles are incident at each O-handle, because of the triangulation structure. Now draw 
disjoint dotted unknots & E S3, the meridians of the l-handles of H. The attaching curves Ej 
are drawn in H, running through the dotted unknots as appropriate; four of these curves 
traverse ach l-handle, so are linked by each dotted unknot. Let L be the framed link in S3 
formed by the 6, and &j. Then L gives a four-dimensional handle-picture description of N”. 
(Note that as usual, the choice of embedding of H does not matter, because of the 
unknotting Proposition 3.3.) 
As in Definition 4.1, the expression I( W’) = v] blW’)+do- ‘.RLE YS3 in an invariant of 
W’. From Definition 4.1 it is also clear that I( WI # W,) = I( W,).Z( W,) and that 
I(S’ x S3) = 1, hence Z(W) = I(W). Finally, by Theorem 4.3 it is classical, satisfying 
I(w) = Kucw). 
THEOREM 4.5. I(W) = K’(~) = qbl(M’)+do-l.SZL = SCY( W, T), where SCY( W, T) is the 
skein-theoretic analogue of the Crane- Yetter state-sum invariant defined in the proof below. 
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Proof: This is an analogue of Theorem 3.6. Consider evaluating QLEYS~: expand 
Sz = grO- 2AX4X for each component sj of L, and “fuse” the four strands running through 
each unknot bk by using the four-strand identity of Fig. 16. (This too is an easy exercise in 
skein bases whose proof is omitted.) 
Using this fusion rule reduces the situation near each & to a sum, over appropriate 
labellings, and with appropriate coefficients, of elements which do not actually cross the 
three-dimensional l-handle tk of H in S3. Repeating this process and sliding these new 
elements back off the l-handles of H and into the O-handles of H, the element ClLe9’S3 
may be replaced by an appropriate weighted sum of YS3-values of skein diagrams in 
O-handles. Each individual diagram has 15 labelled arcs and is the skein-theoretic analogue 
of what Crane and Yetter call a “quantum 15j-symbol” (just as tetrahedron coefficients 
correspond to 6j-symbols). An example is shown in Fig. 17; the diagram is the l-skeleton of 
dA4 = S3 with the 4-valent vertices resolved into pairs of trivalent ones. To fix a convention 
for this resolution, and thus the form of the 15j-symbols, it is convenient to order the 
vertices of T and then fix in each tetrahedron in 8A4 a graph configuration as shown in the 
figure (where the numbering of the vertices represents their ordering). This convention gives 
agreement across the faces in aA4, and leads to the 1 $-graph shown, where a, b, . . . ,j label 
the faces 123, 124, .. . . 345 (lexicographic ordering) and k, 1, . . . . o label the tetrahedra 
1234, 1235, . . ,2345. 
To be more precise about the state-sum which arises from this fusion procedure, let 
a state s be an assignment of integers 0 I s(fj) I r - 2 to the 2-handlesfj, and additionally 
an assignment of similarly-bounded integers s(tk) to the l-handles tk; these correspond to 
the labels e which occur in the fusion formula of Fig. 16. A state will be admissible if all the 
pairs of triples occurring in these fusion formulae are admissible. Given an admissible state 
s, let 8,(s, tk) and &(s, tk) be the two trihedron coefficients arising from fusion at the 
l-handle t,_ and let rc(s, h,) be the 15j-coefficient occurring at the O-handle hl. As a nota- 
tional convenience, let A(s,fj) = Ascfj ), similarly for A@, tk). Let C( W, T) denote 
where the sum is over all admissible states , and the products are over 2-handles, l-handles 
and O-handles, respectively. 
The fusion-expansion procedure shows that Z(W) = qbl(M’)+dO-l .qd2-d1.X( W, T). Since 
b,(M) = 1 + d3 - d4, returning to triangulation language and defining 
SCY( w, T) = ‘1- %+%+nz-‘%+n4.~(W, T) 
shows that SC Y( I+‘) = SC Y( W, T) = Z(W) is a state-sum invariant, which (by Theorem 4.3) 
is unfortunately only the classical factor K 0(w) As mentioned earlier, Crane et al. [4] have .
used this and [17] to check that the original Crane-Yetter state-sum is simply 













Fig. 17. An example 15j-coefficient and a splitting convention. 
Note. Crane and Yetter claimed to have checked the invariance of their state-sum using 
the four-dimensional Pachner move theorem. This can be done in a way analogous to 
Theorem 3.9, using handleslides of R’S It is more-or-less obvious from this point of view, 
but still much more cumbersome than the invariance illustrated above. 
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